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ABSTRACT
Differential geometry is the study of a differentiable 
manifold on which we are given some “geometric structure."
We shall define a Gr-s.tructure on a differentiable manifold 
and also a field of geometric objects of order r. The purpose - 
of chapter I is to show the relation between these two concepts 
as well as to summarize some of the results bearing on these 
topics.
In chapter II we define a Gj-structure on a differentiable 
manifold by a field of linear operators J and consider a 
riemannian metric G defined on the same manifold. Introducing 
the compatibility condition JG = 0 we obtain a degenerate 
riemannian structure which is investigated with the help of 
special bases adapted to the structure. We also define special- 
linear connections on the structure and obtain a character- 
ization of these connections in terms of J and G. Finally 
we obtain a characterization of these degenerate riemannian 
structures in terms of the holonomy groups of the linear , 
connections.
Chapter III begins by defining special cases of the
G -structures which' we call r-tangent structures. We introduce 
J
the operators C and M of A. Lichnerowicz. Next we construct 
a tensor determined by the r-tangent structure which we call 
the torsion tensor and derive the relation
CrdCrf = f°T
iv
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where f is any 1-form and T is the 2-form corresponding to 
the torsion tensor. Using this relation we are able to 
obtain an expression of the torsion tensor in local coordinates. 
A major result of this chapter is the establishment of the 
fundamental relation
Crdf - MrdCrf = f°S
where f is any 1-form and S is a 2-form depending only on the 
constants of structure.
In the remaining chapters we consider the almost tangent 
structures of H. A. Eliopoulos, which are a special case of 
the r-tangen't structures. We restrict ourselves in chapters 
IV and V to "real11 almost tangent structures. Given a 
riemannian metric G we say that G is hermitian with respect 
to J if
t(JG) + JG = 0 ,
and call the resulting structure an almost hermitian structure 
subordinate to the almost tangent structure. We define special 
bases adapted to the almost hermitian structure and special 
connections which we are able to characterize by conditions 
on J and G. We prove among other results, two theorems 
characterizing the almost hermitian structures with relation 
to connections and their holonomy groups.
The chapter V consists of a brief study of particular 
almost hermitian structures. Here we define pseudohermitian 
and almost kahlerian structures, giving a number of ways in
iv
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which such structures can be characterized.
In the chapter VI we extend the notion of almost tangent 
.structures to homogeneous almost tangent structures defined
t
on homogeneous Lie spaces and derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions that such structures exist. We then investigate 
structures integrable in the sense of Mme Lehmann-Lejeune 
and obtain similar results for such integrable structures.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER I
GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES ON A DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLD
1.1 BUNDLE OF ^-FRAMES
Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class
C00 and N a covering of M by coordinate neighbourhoods. If
V,V’€N and mSVDV1 then the coordinates (x^ ) of i in V 1 are
differentiable functions of the coordinates (x1) of m in V.
The change of coordinates is reversible so that the matrix
' J 1
dX
6 If
.1 .where L is the general linear group on n variables. We may 
then define continuous mappings hyyt : VfiV1 -» L^ " where V,V,€N 
by setting'for’each mGVnV1
9x^'
hyyt(m ) -
dx
Clearly h^y, (m)hy,yii(m) = h^yii(m) so that the (by^,) is a system 
of coordinate transformations in M with values in L1 . It then 
follows that we have a principal coordinate bundle 
with base space M, structural group L"*" and coordinate trans-
Cl] ■formations (^VV*
A point of H above m can be identified with a set of 
tangent vectors h = {h-^hg, . . hn ) at m. These form a basis 
for the tangent vectors to M at m and h is called a 1-frame at m. 
Any other 1-frame above m c$in be written hi for some 1&L1 .
We extend this idea by considering the quantities
dxk ‘ d x'
dx1 dx^dx1
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' 2which form a Lie group L with multiplication defined by
, k k \ /,k ,k \ /„k.s k.s k ,s, t\(a .,a ..) ( b .,b ) = (a b .,a b..+a . b .b.). v J 3 v s, y  s ji st j 3-
2
We may then define continuous mappings of VDV* -» L and thus
2 2the structure of a principal coordinate bundle H (M,L ) over M.
In a similar way, we can consider derivatives up to order r.
We get functions VflV1 -+ Lr which can be used to define a principal 
coordinate bundle Hr{M,Lr ). The elements of Hr are called r-frames.
We note that only the 1-frames can be identified as bases 
for the tangent vector spaces to M. (Ehresmann).
1.2 Gr-STRUCTURES
One way of defining a geometric structure on a differentiable 
manifold is to put some restriction on its allowable coordinate 
systems. We always have a covering of the manifold M by coordinate 
neighbourhoods and the changes of coordinates belong to the 
pseudogroup T of all local differentiable transformations in Rn such 
that I dxJ I £ . Suppose that M admits a covering by coordinate
ter).neighbourhoods such that the changes of coordinates belong to a 
subpseudogroup F 1 of r. Then M has a restructure.
Given any clpsed subgroup G1 of l \  we can define a sub­
pseudogroup r(G1) of T by restricting ourselves to local differenti­
able transformations in Rn such that
T(G1)-structure.
ax1 Jv *
£ G^ ; then M has a
EXAMPLES, (i) Let L^ denote the set of matrices of L1 having positive
ji'
oriented structure. M admits such a structure if it is orientable.
determinant. A F(l ^)- structure is known as an
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(ii) Let O1 represent the orthogonal group on n variables. ■ 
A r(o^)-structure is called a locally euclidean 
structure. The torus and Klein bottle admit such a structure.
There are other ways of defining a subpseudogroup T* of
r. For example, if n = 2N+1 and Rn has coordinates x^,...,x^,
1 Ny , ...,y , z we can define r* to consist of those transformations 
of r which preserve the 1-form dz + £ykdxk on Rn , either strictly 
or to within a non-zero multiple. Such a restructure is called 
a contact structure. However, it is the r(G^)-structures in which 
we are interested here.
If M admits a r(G^)-structure, the corresponding functions 
of vnv« ■+ G1 define a principal coordinate bundle with structural 
group subordinated to H^(M,L^). Many of the properties of M 
which arise because it admits a F(G^)-structure come from this 
fact.
On the other hand, a G^-structure on M is defined by any 
given reduction of the group of H^(M,L^) to a closed subgroup 
G^ of L^. It is said to be integrable if the reduction arises 
from a r(G^)-structure on M.
Given a closed subgroup G^ of we may ask whether M 
admits some G^-structure and if so, is it necessarily integrable.
, EXAMPLES. (i) . M may not admit an L^-structure,but, if it does
it is necessarily integrable.
(ii) M always admits an O^ f. structure (a riemannian structure) 
but this need not be integrable.
(iii) Let us consider a structure on M (where n=2m) whose 
group consists of the non-singular matrices of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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type A XB*' for a given real value of X . There are essentially
B A
three structures: almost complex (X=-l), almost product (X=l), 
and almost tangent (X*=0). If M admits an integrable almost 
complex structure it is a complex manifold.
(iv) A manifold with ^-structure admits an absolute 
parallelism and is called parallelisable; for 
•example, any Lie group.
To find the condition that M admits a structure with 
a given group G1 is a problem in map extension theory. Some 
very interesting results have been 'obtained. For example, 
among the spheres S^ , S y S j  only, are parallelisable, S2,Sg 
admit an almost complex structure, <and no Sphere admits an 
almost tangent structure.
G1-structures have been studied by Chern. Ehresmann 
has introduced Gr-structures. These arise from a given
* Y1 X*
reduction of"the group of the bundle of r-frames H (M,L )
r r r
to a closed subgroup G of L . An integrable G -structure '
arises from a r(Gr)-structure on M.
2 k \
The elements of L of the type (ej,0) form a closed
2 2 
subgroup Lq . Every differentiable manifold admits an LQ -
2
structure, but this need not be integrable. A r(LQ)-structure 
is called an affine flat structure.
1.3 GEOMETRIC OBJECT FIELDS
Let us consider a contravariant vector field on M. 
With the use of matrix notation any contravariant vector at 
m€M can be expressed, in terms of a 1-frame h above m, as hf
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where fGRn and in terms of the frame hi, l€L^ as (hl)(l“^f),
f being the components of the vector for the frame h. A
contravariant. vector field on M is defined by its components
and so it may be regarded as a function J : H ■* R such that
. J(hl) = 1-1(Jh) .
Suppose now that F is any differentiable manifold
and that we have a differentiable function J : Hr -+ F.
Suppose also that p is a differentiable homomorphism of 
2*
I, onto a transformation group which acts effectively on F.
Then J is a geometric object field of order r and type p on M
if J(hl) = (pl"1)(Jh) .
In the case of the contravariant vector field on M, we have a
geometric object field of order 1 and type identity; r=l,
F'=Rn , and (pl)f=lf.
If F is a real vector space on which pi acts linearly,
* *
then J is a tensor field.
To give examples of geometric object fields of order r, 
we must define F and a transformation group pL acting on F.
i
EXAMPLES, (i) The tensor fields of classical differential
geometry are geometric object fields of order 1; 
for (l,o) tensors we have F=Rn and (pl)f=fl_1, for (o,l) tensors
we have F=Rn and (pl)f=lf, and finally for (1,1) tensors 
F=Rn<8>Rn and (pl)f=lfl“1 .
(ii) Fields of directions and distributions are
geometric object fields of order 1 which are not
tensors.
(iii) Let F=ip and let us define PL1 on F by setting
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(pl)f=+f if det 1<0. A geometric object field K with values il, 
of order r 'and type p, exists on M if and only if M is orient-
able. It is not a tensor field. ,
n 2. . (iv) Suppose that F-R ®Rn®Rn and that pL is a trans­
formation group on F defined (using the natural
basis for F) by setting
(Pl)f1 ., = e1(e_ a + fa, e“^e-^) .v ' jk a '1 jk be j k'
A geometric object field of order 2, with values in F, and of
type P is a linear connection.
Geometric objects were studied by Schouter and Haantjes 
in 1936 and later by Haantjes (who gave a definition equivalent 
to ours in K. Akad. Van Weteusch, 1953), Nijenhius, Kuiper, and 
Yano.
1.4 SPECIAL GEOMETRIC OBJECT FIELDS
«
Among the most important class of geometric object 
fields are those which define a G -structure on M. Suppose 
that we have a covering.of M by local differentiable cross-
X Xsections of the bundle H (M,L ). When these overlap, corres-
' rponding framfes will differ by an element of L . We have a
Gr-structure if we can find a covering s*uch that corresponding
r
frames differ by an element of the subgroup G .
Suppose that we have a covering of M by local differenti-
y» ■£»
able cross sections of H (M,L ) on which is given a geometric 
object field J of order r, with a constant value f. When these 
overlap we have (pl-1)f=f and so pl“'l'£(pL);p the isotropy group 
of f . Thus 1 gp“'1"(pL)Jp = G^ and the corresponding frames
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Y
differ by an element of which is a closed subgroup of L .
The frames therefore define a G^-structure on M.
A geometric object field J with values in F and of type
Y
P is said to be special if and only if pL acts transitively
on F.
The above G^-structure then arises from a special 
geometric object field. Also an oriented structure arises 
from a special geometric object field K with values il as 
defined in section 1.3. In fact, it,can be shown that every 
G -structure arises from a special geometric object field of 
order r.
A vector field is special if and only if it is nowhere 
zero. These are precisely the vector fields of interest from 
the topological point of view; for example, Hopf showed that 
a compact differentiable manifold admits such a vector field 
if and only if its Euler characteristic is zero. This field 
defines a structure whose group is the affine subgroup of l \
A field of directions is always a special geometric 
object field. A 1-dimensional distribution is not.
A symmetric (or skew-symmetric) tensor field of type 
(2,0) on M is special if and only if it has constant rank.
In particular, this is true when it.is non-singular. In the 
symmetric case we then get a riemannian structure (not 
necessarily positive definite).
2A (1,1) tensor field J such that J = A.I is special if 
and only if it has constant rank. When n is even, rank J = n 
and ^ = -1 we get an almost complex structure. When rank J = n
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and \ = 1 we get an almost product structure. When n is even,
rank J = ^  and ^ = 0 we get an almost tangent structure.
The tensor fields above are characterised by the
following: A tensor field J of order 1 is special if and
' only if DJ = 0 where D denotes absolute derivation relative
to some linear connection on M. Such CQnnections have been
constructed for (1,1) tensor fields which define almost
.'complex structures, almost product structures and almost
tangent structures (Eckman, Lichnerowicz, Walker, Eliopoulos).
A linear connection is an example of a geometric
Object field of order 2. It is special if and only if its
torsion tensor field is special. In particular, any symmetric
2
linear connection is special and defines an LQ-structure on 
M. If its curvature tensor field is zero, it defines an 
affine flat structure (for example, a torus or Klein bottle).
A simply connected manifold admitting an affine flat structure 
is parallelisable (for.example, a Klein bottle).
Other examples of special linear connections are the
t
connections which give rise to the absolute parallelism on 
a Lie group and the connec.tions giving Clifford parallelism 
on a three dimensional elliptic non-euclidean manifold.
t
1.5 EQUIVALENT AND RELATED SPECIAL GEOMETRIC OBJECT FIELDS.
Two special geometric object fields of the same
order, with values in F-L,F2 respectively, are said to be 
equivalent if they define the same structure. A necessary
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and sufficient condition for this is that there exist a
diffeomorphism cp : F^ -* Fg such that Jg =
We may also consider special geometric object fields 
r
which define G -structures on M and which admit a common
subordinate'structure. Such fields are said to be related.
For example, a (1,1) tensor field J such that J = -I
(defining an almost complex structure) and a positive definite
riemannian metric S (defining an 01-structure) are related
(and define an almost hermitian structure) if SJ + ^(SJ) = 0
where indicates the transpose of the matrix X. As another
2 2example, two (1*1) tensor fields J, K such that J = K = -I 
are related (and define an almost quaternion structure) if .
JK + KJ = 0.
More general problems, which have been studied in 
special cases, include
(i) classification of manifolds which admit a given 
G^-structure (Garteur, Kuiper, Allendoerfer)
(ii) local equivalence of manifolds which admit a 
G^-structure (Cartan, Chern)
(iii) deformation of G^-structures (Spencer).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
DEGENERATE RIEMANNIAN STRUCTURES ON THE Gj-STRUCTURES
2.1 g^structures
We will consider a differentiable manifold V of classn
a>
C furnished with a field of linear operators J , also ofA
class C , on V such that for each x^V , J maps T3 into Xx n x x
itself (where Tc is the complexified tangent vector space 
at x). We also assume that there is an integer r>l such 
that for each xgVn we have:
j£+1 = 0 , dimJ^(T^) = p > 1, J^(T^) 3 KerJ^"3
where 0 ^ s ^ r, J° = I. The dimension q of KerJ isX X
independent of the point x of V . We have
dimKerJ^ = hq , dimJ3(T3) = p+(r-s)q , n = p+rq .X X X
We call the structures defined by the field of operators J 
the G T-structures.
Tfte integrability of these structures was investigated 
by Mme. J. Lehmann-Lejeune in [2] and the connections and 
holonomy group of such structures were studied by H. A. Eliopoulos 
in [ 3] .
Those Gj-structures for which p = q and r = 1 are the 
almost tangent structures of H. A. Eliopoulos and those for 
which p = q and r ^ 1 are the r-tangent structures of 
H. A. Eliopoulos. These have been studied in [A], [53* [6], and
[73.
In this chapter we extend the results of [53 and [73 to 
the Gj-structures, that is, to the case p /  q and r > 1.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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We say that a basis e^e^, ... ,en of T is adapted to
t
the Gj-structure if
J*ei = 'ri-q for 9+1 5 i = n .
To the operator J . or briefly J, there corresponds a complex 
tensor (F^) defined with respect to ai adapted basis (e^) by 
the equations
J(Je.)
It follows that F
q
so that we have
(pi)
°1 °2 
V q  °3
where In is the (n-q)x(n-q) identity matrix and
are the qx(n-q)sqXq,(n-q)xq zero matrices respectively.
Let (eM ) be another adapted basis; then e., = A^,e.
J J J 1
where the matrix (A^,) has the form:
A1
0 0 . . .  0 0 0
A 2 A1
0 . . .  0 0 0
A 3 A2 Ai
. . .  0 0 0
• •
• • 0 0
• • • • 0 0
• • • * • 0 0
Ar-1 Ar-2 Ar-3
A0 0 0 **1 0 0
Ar Ar-1
OJiF)
<
. . .  A g A1 0
A 1 A 1 A* . A* A* A'
r+1 r r-1 3 2 1
.. (1)
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where A
1
/
'A!
and A, = h
B 'h /
2 = h = r+1 with
✓
A^£GL(p,C) , A^€GL(q-p,C), a (q-p)xP matrix, the
px(q-p)zero matrix, A^ a pxq matrix, a (q-p)xq matrix,
and finally where the zeros in (1) are qXq zero matrices
except for the last column where they are q*p zero matrices.
The set of matrices of the form (1) is a Lie subgroup
T 21of GL(n,C) which we will denote Gr - It can be shown J 
that the set Er(Vn ) of all adapted baises at all points of 
V„ admits the structure of a principal fibre bundle with base 
space Vn and structural group G^. This is a subspace of the 
principal fibre bundle of all the,linear frames of V .
We adopt the following convention with respect to 
indices:
= 1,2,...,n 
a,P ,Y, . • • ~ 1,2,...,q 
a(l),p(l),y(l),... = 1,2,...,p 
a( 2) ,p( 2) ,Y( 2), . . . * p+l,p+2,. . .yq 
as(x) = a(l) + (s-l)q 
a s(2) = a (2) + (s-l)q .
The matrix form (1) is then characterised by the 
conditions:
n
j+sq
ar+l
j+sq
a;(2)
< <
1 = s = r-1
where we understand A^.1 = 0 for j > n
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.2 Gj-RIEMANNIAN STRUCTURES
Let us suppose that one has defined on Vn a complex 
metric of class C“, that Is, a symmetric tensor (%j) = G 
for which the components, in a system of local coordinates 
(x1), are complex functions of the (x1) of class C°°, which 
satisfies the condition
rank g. = p = dimJr(T^)
J- J -A.
We will say that the metric is compatible with the
I ^
G T-structure if the space J(TC) is orthogonal to the space 
cj X
cT , or equivalently if the, kernel of the form g coincides with 
This means that J(T^) is totally isotropic .
X X
If the metric (g^j) is compatible with the Gj-structure 
then for any pair of vectors u€J(T^) and vgT^ one hasX X
(u,v) = = 0
Since ugJ(T^) we can write u = Jw for some weT^J then,X  X
u = w1Je. = w1F^e .
i i J
and one sees that u'} = w F^j* . Thus, we obtain
g w^F.^v^ = 0
id • k
or, ^k^ij = G * ••• (^)
We will say'in the above case that V 'is furnished with 17 n
a degenerate riemannian structure subordinate to the
G T-structure, or briefly,'a G T-riemannian structure.
J J
The equation (2) can be written JG = 0 , or with respect 
to an adapted basis as
CU f G,, G, 0 'I
= 0  ... (3)
'°1 °2 ' G11 G12
^ n - q  ° 3 > g 2 1  G22^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where In ^ 0^ 0g 0^ are as before, is an (n-q)x(n-q) 
matrix, G12 is an (n-q)xq matrix, Ggl is a qx(n-q) matrix, 
and G22 is a q*q matrix.
It follows from (3) that G ^  = 0 and G-^ g = 0; thus 
i n i n = 0 anc* S.; n a = 0; combining these we haveg
to3.-q, j 
form
0 and from symmetry g . . = 0
j y i—q
Hence G has the
0 0 
0 G
... (4)
where aQ = ( 6(r.1)q+pKl>(r_1)q+p+?) = 022 is a qxq matrix
of rank p. The condition (4) is equivalent to the conditions
gi-q,J-q = ° ‘ ••• (5)
Let J be the linear operator defined by setting, with 
respect to any adapted basis (e^),
Je. = F^e . where F^ ' = F^ :
l i O  i 0
THEOREM 1. Given a field of tensors (a. .) on V , of rank n,1J Jfl
with a restriction to ^(T^) of rank p, one is 
able to obtain from (a^j) a Gj-riemannian structure.
Proof: Indeed", we shall show that one is able to take for
G the matrix given by
... (6)rG = J AJ
where A = (a. .). We clearly have JG = Jr+1AJr = 0
J
Moreover, from (6) we have with respect to an adapted basis
G =
0 0 A11 A12
A A21 22
0
0 0
where A-^ is a pxp matrix, A-^ g Is a Px(n-P) matrix, Ag-^  is an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(n-p)xp matrix, is an (n-p)x(n-p) matrix, and 1^ is the
PxP identity matrix; this reduces to
0 0
0 A u
G =
where = (aa ^^ 3(1)^ an(^  SO ran^ P* Hence (5)
is satisfied.and G can be put in the form (4).
We note that under a change of basis
aJlk ‘ = AJ,Ak«ahi 
where from (1) we obtain in particular
a - Ah A1 a Act(1) Ap (1) a
a\'(l),M '(l) “ X 1 (1) m 1 (l) hi ~ AX« (l) ^ 1 (l) a(l)3(l)
p
so that detAj^ = (det AdetA ^ - ^  . Thus if (aj_j) Has a 
restriction to Jr(Tx) of rank P with respect to one adapted 
basis, it will have this property with respect to any other 
adapted basis. Hence the proof of theorem 1 is independent 
'of the adapted basis chosen.
2.5 R-ADAPTED BASES
• * '
Let us consider at a point x of Vn an adapted basis 
(e^) and the corresponding dual basis (01). We have
ds2 = where1 (r-l)q+p+l = A,B = n .
Since the metric form is a quadratic form of rank p = q
there exists a basis ( 0ar(2), Qar+l(l)  ^ Gf ^er J for which
2ds referred to this basis can be written:
ds2 = if ( 0ar+l(-1) )2 # ... (7)
ar+i(1) = rcl+1
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We recall from (l) that if (e.),(e.,) are adapted
-*• J
• • |
bases and (01) , • (0^ ) the corresponding dual bases, 
then
e — A"*" e 0 — A3" 0 ^  *eJ' ~ j,ei ' 0 j1
In particular,
0O-r+l(^) = A ^ + l ^ ^ O ^ 1 = ApY+^^jo^r+l^1)
and eol,,v = = A®(}Ke ,nv = A“r+l!j e .
P ’(l) P I1) i P'U) a(l) ■ Pr+lv1) “ C1)
Thus (ea ^j) ls bhe dual basis of (0ar+1^^) or in other 
words Jr(T^) is the dual space of Jr (T^).X X
M  A
Let (ea ^j) be a basis of Jr(T^) for which ds has 
the form (7) and let us choose (ea (2)) so as comPlebe 
the (ea ^j) as a basis of KerJ. Then let us put
ea 2(l) = Jea(l) 
ea £(2) ” Jea(2) 
ea3(l) " Jea2(l)
++ I
ear(i) = Je<1r-i^1  ^
ear (2) = Jear_i(2)
^r + l t 1) = ^ M 1)
The vectors (e^) then form an adapted basis for which the
vectors (ea (]_)) are othonormal. We will say that such a
basis is adapted to the subordinate Gj-rxemannian structure,
or briefly is R-adapted.
If (ep) is another R-adapted basis, then e = A^te.
J J j l
where (A3:,) has the form (1). In particular we have 
J
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where A*
1 = s = r is an orthogonal pxp matrix (being the trans­
formation matrix for two sets of orthonormal vectors); 
thus A - j^ O ( p ,C )  .
Let us denote the pet,of matrices of the form (1) 
with A*€0(p,C) by OG . Then, it is easy to show that OGJ* l I*
is a Lie subgroup of Gr »
2.4 R-CONNECTIONS
The set of the R-adapted bases at the different
points of Vn admits a natural structure as a principal
fibre bundle with base space Vn and structural group 0Gr .
We will call R-connection any infinitesimal connection
defined on the fibre bundle .
E^(Y ) is able to be considered as a subspace of the
space Er(Vn ) of bases adapted to the Gj-structure. An
C 31R-connection determines canonically a Gj-connection and 
as a result a complex linear connection with which we may 
identify it.
Conversely, let us consider a complex linear connection 
and a cover of Vn by open sets furnished with local sections^* ^  
of % ( ^ n )• The connection is able to be defined locally on 
each open set by a form with values in the Lie algebra of 
GL(n,C) and represented by a matrix (w|) for which the elements 
are local Pfaffian forms with complex values. In order that the
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given connection be able to be identified with an R-connection 
it is necessary and sufficient that (w^) belong to the Lie 
algebra of the structural group 0Gr of % ( V n )i that is to 
say that the following conditions be satisfied:
C ( l )  ■ < +l-s(D ’ 1 S 3 S r - < 9>
Wil(2) “ War.s(2) * 1 S s S r-1 ... (10)
•'ajtai1* = 0 ^
The conditions (9)>(10),(11) are necessary and sufficient
conditions that (w^) have the form (1) and the condition
(8) expresses that the submatrix (w^|^|) belongs to the
Lie algebra of the orthogonal group 0(p,C).
H. A. Eliopoulos has shown in [5] that the conditions
' (9)y(10),(11) express that the tensor (F^) has absolute
differential zero, ... (12)
(This is a necessary and sufficient condition
that the given connection be a Gj-connection).
In order to interpret (8) we introduce the absolute
differential of the metric tensor in the given connection:
A k • kvg. • = dg. . - g, .w. - g.,^w.&kj i i k •J
We recall that with respect to an R-adapted basis we have
gi-p,j-p= 0 ’
Si-p,3r+l(l) = gar+i(l)^0-P = ° ' 
gar+1(l),Pr+i(l) = 6a(l)p(l) •
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Tiius with respect to an R-adapted basis we have
Vgi-P>3-P = dSi-P>j-P ” gk,j-pwi-p " si-p,kwj-p = 0
^ i - P ^ j ^ 1) = dSi-P^r+1(l) " gk,Pr+1(l)Wi-P " gi-P^Wpr+1(l)
= - R \ a /■, xW^r+l^1)
ar+l^ )*^r+l( ) 1_P 
*= 0 since (w^) satisfies (l) .
Vf?ccr+l(1)^‘j“P = dgar+i(l)»3-P ” gk, J-pWai.+1(l) ~ gar+1(l) ,kw J-p
Pr+lC1)
= “^ r +lCl)*Pr+l(l)WJ“P
= 0 .
v,f=Ctr+^(l) ,Pr+l(l) ®ar+i(l),Pr+l(l) gk^Pr+i(l) ar+i(l)
k
^ar+l(-*-)*k 0r+i(l)
lr+1^1)
- • gxr+1(l),pr+1(l)war+1(l)
- g
ar+l^)  ^ r + l ^ )  Pr+l(***)
Pr+l^1) war+l(1  ^
" " War+l d )  “ WPr+1(l) 
■ PC1) wa (l)
= " a(l) - WP(1)
= 0 .
We thus have
THEOREM 2. The absolute differential of the metric tensor 
in an R-connection is zero.
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Combining this result with (12) we obtain:
THEOREM 3. In order that a complex linear connection be
, I
able to be identified with an R-connection it 
is necessary and sufficient that the tensors (F^) and (s^j) 
have absolute differential zero.
We will say that a complex linear connection defined 
on a manifold endowed with a complex metric (g. .) is euclidean
1 J
if vg. = 0 . The preceding theorem expresses that one is 
-LJ
able to identify the R-connections with the euclidean 
G T-connections.
2,5 THE H0L0N0MY GROUP OF THE R-CONNECTIONS
Let us be given in a Gj-riemannian structure an R-connection.
Any horizontal path constructed in Ec(Vn ) relative to the
*
complex linear connection coinciding with the R-connection and 
beginning at an R-adapted basis b ends at an R-adapted basis.
One concludes from this that the holonomy group at b of the 
complex linear connection is a subgroup of,0Gr .
I
Conversely, let Vn be a differentiable manifold endowed 
with a complex linear connection and let us suppose that at 
the point x of Vn there exists a complex basis b such that the 
holonomy group Y^ of the connection at b is a subgroup of 0Gr#
Let us consider at the point x the tensors (g. .) and (F^) for
X J X
which the components Relative to b are given by
gi-p,j = gi,d-P = 0 ' gar+i(l)iPr+l(1) = 6a(l)p(l)
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These tensors are ihvariant under By transport on Vn 
one obtains the tensors (g. .) and (F^) defined on all the
X J X
manifold. At the point x, we have 
*
f 9*1F^2 .. .. = 0
1 Ol dji
and . P*>gJk = 0 ,
r+1that is, J = 0  and JG = 0 . These relations remain true
at any point of V . One then has defined on Vn a Gj-riemannian
5iJ‘
structure. Since the tensors (g. .) and (F^) are invariant1 * I 1
r 8lunder ^  they have absolute differential zero . Thus the 
given connection is able to be identified with an R-connection. 
We may then state:
THEOREM' 4. In order that a differentiable manifold have a 
Gj-riemannian structure it is necessary and 
sufficient that there exist a complex linear connection whose 
holonomy group is a'subgroup of 0Gr »
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CHAPTER III
THE OPERATORS C AND M ON THE r-TANGENT STRUCTURES
3.1 r-TANGENT STRUCTURES
The r-tangent structures are the Gj-structures for which 
p i= q and r = 1. From section 2.1 we see that these structures 
are defined by a field of linear operators J, of class C08, 
mapping T^ into itself and such thatA.
J ^ 1 = 0 , dimJr (T^) = q = dimKerJ .
We thus have dimKerJh = hq , dimJs(T^) = (r+l-s)q where 
o = s = r and p = (r+l)q.
With respect to a basis adapted to the r-tangent structure, 
the tensor (F^) associated to J has the form
(f 3) =
0 0 ... 0 0
Zq
0 ... 0 0
0
•
iq ... 0
• 0
0
0
- ... (15)
•
0
• •
0 ••• Iq
•
0
>
.
where all entries are qxq submatrices, 0 being the zero matrix
and I ,the identity.
Let (e.),(e.,) be two adapted bases; then e., = A^te.
1 J J J
where ( , )  is an nxn nonsingular matrix of the form:
<aj- >
A,
A,
0
A1
A.r-1
Ar+1 Ar
0 0 
0 0
Ax 0 
A2 A1
... (14)
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where A - ^ G L ^ C )  * A^,i = 2,3, ...,r+l are qxq matrices 
and the O's are qxq zero matrices.
In this chapter, Vn will denote an n-dimensional
CD
differentiable manifold of class C endowed with an r-tangent 
structure.
We note that if we let a = a_ = 1,2, ...,q and a = a+sq,
a ° ss ^ ^
then from (14) we have (A0 j) = 0 if s > t where o = s,t =r.
p t
3.2 THE OPERATOR G 
0
Let a be the vector space of all the complex valued s
c
exterior s-forms defined on V . Let v]^v2 > • • •> vs^x* we 
then define an operat.or C on A^ by the relation
(Cf)(v1,v2,...,vs) = f(Jvx,Jv2,...,Jvs)
where f£AC . Clearly, the right hand side defines an s-form. s
We note that
f (Jv^ Jv2,.. „ j v s) = fj13S...js(Jv1) (Jva)
j-i' V  Jo Iq .  . Jo 1
= f 1 3 3 (Filv 1h Fi2v 2)-"(PiSv S)Jl'32***t3s 1 2 s
J-i Jp J -  i p  iq  
= f, , F.. F. .. .F. v ±v ...v s .
—  11 V  ^
Thus the components of Cf are given by
Ji Jo J <
(Cf), , , = F ^ F  2 ..F;sf.. 1 ... (15)
1 2* s 1 2 s J1J2**,J"
Applying the above relation we also obtain
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Proceeding in this manner we see that
(cr+1f). , = ) ...(f^s' V * 8'2. . ^ 8 )
X1 Jl,l Jl,r s Js,l Js,r
ifk k 1 * * s
= 0
r+1 h  h  ksince J = 0  means F. F. ...F, = 0
1 h
Hence C = 0 .
We will say that an s-form f is of type m, m = r, if f
can be written in the form
n i1+mq , iQ+mq
f = i-f, . 0 ■L A...A0 ... (16)
si 1l ,#,;Ls
i
where (0 ) is the dual basis of a basis adapted to the 
r-tangent structure.
The type of an s-form has an intrinsic meaning (thatis, 
it does not depend on the adapted basis chosen). Indeed, if 
(0^ ' ) is the dual basis of another adapted basis then
0 1 =
3
where (A"h,) has the form (l4). We see that 
J
fli+mq .i+mq j' fli+mq fl3’+mq
0 “ V  6 = A j ' W
and one then obtains
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Thus f has type m relative to the dual basis (8 ).
t * ‘
According to (15) and (15) we have with respect to
any adapted basis
'/ \ J1 J's
Cf = 6i -af i 1
1l #**1s 1l"q xsr<l 3r - m3s
= f.
•L]_ — Q’ • • • f
From the relation (16) it is known that the components
of an s-form f of type m are zero if one of the indices
ifjig,...,i is larger than (r+l-m)qj one thus has
, i-i +mq ■ i +mq
Of = i-f. ± e -1 A...A9
si ^  q*
, i1+(m+l)q i +(m+l)q
= 4 0 A...A0
si 1l,,,,,1s
THEOREM 5. For any s-form f of type m < r the form Cf is 
an s-form of type m+1. In the case where f 
is an s-form of type r, Cf = 0
We will call an s-form of type r a pure form. This 
gives the pure form of H. A. Eliopoulos in the case r * 1,
THEOREM 6. For any s-form f of type m = 1* one has that 
Cr-raf is a pure form and cr+^-mf = 0 .
5.5 THE OPERATOR M
We define an operator M on by the relations
s
(MfKv1 ,...,vg) = ^  f(v1 ,...,vk_1 ,JV k,vk+1,...)v s)
■ ■ . ; -  -■■■; T -rjBV 196070
U:
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where,f£A^ and v ,...,v . The right side defines
5 X o X
again an s-form. We note that 
s
Z f(vi>•••'Vk-l*Jvk ,vk+1'* * m,vs^k=l
7 r vJl A - i ^ k A  ^k+i J s
h — * * 1 ^  (\  k } k+1
7  f t A v 0'1 vJk“1vlkv‘5k+1 J s
= t i  J ' r - J s V 1 "  k-x k k+1 “  s
Thus the components of Mf are given by
s
M^f)i1 ...is " k=lF;Lkfil**';i'k-lJik+l***;Ls
If we refer the expression (17) to the adapted bases 
we obtain
s
(Mf). . = I 6^ ' f.
k=l 1k-q H ” * k-lJ1k+l’* s
s
= Z  f.
k=l 11 - • •1k-l'1k"q-’1k+l’ • • ' ^ s
From (16) one gets for an s-form f of type m
i i, i
Mf = — (Mf), • , 0 a .. ,A0 s
si H * •#1s
= —  Z  f. ± . ± . 0 ^...AO S
si k=l 11*’* k-l" k-q k+l.^'-^s
i f  i-. +mq ik -,+mq i +(m+l)q
= —  L  f. 0 1 A...a0 K_± A0 K
si k=l
Vin+raq i„+mq
A0 A...A0
One deduces immediately that Mf = 0 whenever f is of type
I ^
that is, a pure form.
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r—niSince for any s-form f of type m we have C f is a 
pure form, it follows that
MCr“mf - O ' .
Moreover, with respect to the adapted bases, one has for 
any s-form f of type m
s
-  I fk=1 i-L-Cr-mJq, ...,ik_1-(r-m)q,ik-(r+l-m)q,ik+1-{r-m)q,
...,is-(r-m)q
= 0
since from (1 6 ) we must have i^ = (r+l-m)q .
THEOREM 7» For any s-form f of type m one has Cr“mMf = MCr”mf = 0
Evidently, we always have CrMf = MCrf = 0 for any s-form 
f 5 thus CrM = MCr = 0 .
5.4 TORSION TENSOR OF AN r-TANGENT STRUCTURE
Let us consider on Vn a cover by open sets, each furnished 
with a local section* pf class C" of the fibre bundle of
adapted bases. The local section above an open set U of the 
cover associates to each point x in U an adapted basis (e^) 
for which we denote the dual basis by (01). Let (ejt) 
another ada*pted basis in a neighbourhood of x and (9^ ) its
* * • j | •
dual basis. Then e = A^,e. and 01 = A3:,©^ where (A.,) is of• I J * I «J
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a K <
the form (14); thus (A ?) = 0 for s > t where o = s,t = r.
pt
let dG1 = -S01^ 0^ 011 where clJk + '^kj = 0 and let ' 
d0J' = ■|cJa*b*0alA0b, where cJa ‘b» + cJb'a' = 0 • We obtain
by derivation
de1 = dA^,AeJI + A ^ d e ^ 1
J J
i  = dAi,A9J' + I  Aj,cJ;iblea,A9b '
I  (cijkAi'Ab' - ^ • ^ • b ' ^ V '  “ ^ . A e 3' .
Let M1atb)-- a J.A^.c1^  - AA ,eJ'a ,bl and let dAj, = a ^ . e * ’.
a sIt follows that a , , = 0 for s > t. Now,Pt*a
Ma'b- + Mb'a' “ Aa>AS-*1jk ‘ A d'cJ'a'b' + Ab-Aa'oijk ’ Aj-0,)b'a'
“ Aa|Ab'^cljk + ° kj) " Aj'^cJa'b' + ^b'a')
= 0 .
I
Hence —  Mia tb i0alAG*3* = aib , at0a a G*3* where' the strict
components of the left hand side are simply (since
^a'b* + ^ b ’a 1 = and the stric"t components of the right 
hand side are given by b(a tb t) = ^ b ^ a *  “ a a*,b' * From
the above equation we see that the strict components will 
be equal; that is
  h i________ _ pa pi
. a ‘b« “ (a‘b«) “ b«,a» “ a a ‘,b' *
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Letting 1 = m = r and 0 = s,t < m, we then get
n CL (X.,m „ m _ m n
Psyt ' Yt’^s ' Ps-Yl =
since a > p and a > y,. Thuswe have m s m t
, a a
aO c m _ a mc^ - 0
. * r n  ..«* J ps U
In particular, when m = r and s = t = 0 ,
A J Ak Car ■- k'rci'
V  Y' jk ~ J '  p 1 Y 1
«v a r P^rr^r 
or’ ' - P' Y' X^c P'Y'
i 11Let us denote the inverse of (A ,) by (AV ); then
J ■*"
P * < a
A" = (Aa s), 0 = s = r where k-L = (A^f). Multiplying
both sides of (1 8 ) by Aq we obtain:
a' a
c T  - A rA Av c r
C P'Y1 “ ar P' Y' M’V
Let us consider the quantities defined with
respect to an adapted basis (e^) by putting
a
ta - c r
erYr “ 0 py
ta . . ='ta . t = ti+c* . = 0 .j,k-q J-q^k j,k
With respect to another adapted basis (e1t) we have 
X'X 1 r
■c , v 1 — c n ’v', 
r r
« A / A ^ , c % Y by (1 9 ) 
r
• (18)
• (19)
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ta'+V c  - 0 = Af  since Aa'+q = 0 •
Hence, ta ^tc i = Aa -fc^ jk* anc* ^u^tities
transform like the components of a tensor one time contravariant 
and two times covariant. We will call it the torsion tensor 
of the r-tangent structure.
Let T1 = —  t^ .. 0 ^'a 0^ be the vector 1-form associated to 
2 J
the torsion tensor. We will call T the torsion form of the 
r-tangent structure.
»
3.5 TORSION TENSOR IN LOCAL COORDINATES
Let (e^) be an adapted basis, (01) the corresponding 
basis, and f 
(81) we may write
dual a l-.form on V . Then, relative to the
f = f ^ 1
Cf = f. e1 = f.01+q l-q i
crf f. e1 = f. ei+rq = f e ri-rq i a
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Thus,
, a • B Y 
crdcrf = i  fa c rpYe rA0 r
- 1  V S * 1* *2 a M r
= f Ta = f.T1 
a i
= f°T .
THEOREM 8. For any 1-form f we have
CrdCrf = f°T
where T is the torsion form of the r-tangent structure.
We may use this result to obtain an expression for 
the torsion tensor' in local coordinates in terms of the 
tensor F '}. Indeed, we have for any 1-form f
J1™J2 i • I
i<{
k„ K
1 1  - V crf>j
ab
(OrdOrf)Jk . ( ^ • • • ^ r_1) ( ^ . . . » £ r_l)(dc'f)
3 J1 Jr-1 11 “i r-1
* 1  c m f hX  •••*£ f,o - 3h(pa a  ...p2  a' b h^ hr_i iy bv a h^
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From theorem 8 we have
(CrdCrf)Jk = ( M ) Jk 
= ( ^ T 1)jk
_ i  f ^
- o i Jk *
We thus obtain:
J J1 Jr-1 K Ki Kr-1
h hn h 0 h, •
* ( ^ F k  - 3 X  )FlX F v/...Fr  ^ a b b a I hx h2 h ^ .
3.6 A FUNDAMENTAL RELATION
Let f be a 2-form and (01 ) a basis dual to some adapted
1 
2
basis. Suppose that f = —  f . .0^0^ where f . . + f .. = 0o  -LJ X j  J X
From (17) we obtain:'
(“ ) «  ■ + FSfi*
_ ck k „
6i~q kj t ® j'-q ik
= f 4- f
i-q^J + i,J-q *
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fi-2q,j +2fx-q,j-q + fi,J-2q
In general we may show that
m
= u£ O fi-(m-u)q,J-uq ’ ...(20)
Indeed, let us assume that (20) holds for m = kj then
■ (Mkf)i-q.3 + (Mkf)i,j-q
k  ,
= '£ < U > fi-(k+l-u)q, J-uq +u"‘0^u)fi-(k-u)q, J-(u+1)qu=o
k
" ^o^fi-(k+l)q, J + u^ u ^  fi- (k+l-u) q, J-uq 
k 
V k
+ u= o (u)fi-(k“u )q ^ ' ^ u+1)q
k-l
k y1 k
= ^o)fi-(k+l)q,J + ^=0^u+l^fi-(k-u)q,J-(u+l)q
• • k-l 
+ ^  (u)fi-(k-u)q, j-(u+l)q + W fi, j-(k+l)q,
u=o
k-l
= 0 fi-(k+l)q,j + u20t (u+l^ +' W  ^fi-(k-u)q,J-(u+l)q
-k
+ ^k)fi,J-(k+l)q
k-l
/ k+1 \ .p . T* /'k+1 \ r,
- ' o )fi-(k+l)q,J + uTq^u+1' i-(k-u)q,J-(u+l)q
+ k+1' i,j-(k+l)q
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k
I
w=l
is.
-  4- y f^+i\f
' o ' i-(k+1)q,j /  w I-(k+l-w)q,J-wq
■ t^+1\f
+ 'k+1' i,j-(k+l)q 
k+1
T
w=o w i-(k+l-w)q,J-wq *
We thus see that (20) also holds for m = k+1. By means of 
the axiom of induction we may state:
i
THEOREM 9. For any 2-form f we have
m
J^  ' *  J 0 (> i - ( m-w)q; j - w q ^ 6
m
= i  Z  (m )f. «1+(”>-")'i.e3+wq 
a w„.o w ^
Let us now consider a 1-form f and an adapted basis with 
corresponding dual basis (01). We deduce the following 
formulas:
f = f^e1
df = d f ^ e 1 + f.jdG1
= -  (d,f, - 9.f Je^Ae1 + -  f.c1 e^AG151 where c1 ,^ are the
2 *J J 2
.coefficients of dG^ " in the decomposition dG1 = ic^>v0JA0k where
2 ^
c Jk + c kj = °*
°rdf - \ < V p  - V a ^ r^ r + \
r XrC f = fx0 .
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r Xr XrclC f = dfxA0 + f^d0 r
JAe*r + i  f ~ '‘ r  
2 ’ J A  ^ J' 2= “(SA “ Vj>0 Ae +ifxc V  A0
Mrdcrf = - Z (r) (dcrf) e1+ r^_w)qAeJ+wq
2,w=o XJ
Z (^)(dcrf)lX e1+(r-“)VXr+W
2 w=o
r
A6J-q+wq+ i  Z  (£)(dCrf) 0i+(r-w)q
2 w=o 4
1 r f» <• _ » p \ p „Pr io“+rq.QXr
- i  t < V x  - V « >  + V  V r 1®“” ^ ®
+ i  I  o v Pr1,J- / +(r-w)q^ - q+wci
2 w=o y °
= -  M  )earA0Xrn a \  ^Q»
+ i  Z  Q t J 1, e1+(r_w)qA0J+wq
2 w=o w P ^
Grdf - MrdCrf = ^ ic1ag0arA0Pr - -  w|o ^w)f6cPrije:L+(r"W ^qA0‘J+Wqap " ■ 0 w o vw' p ij
r
• X i g - a P ” - a id"
2
= f. ( i  cX - i  Z  Q c X -  9i+(r-w)qAeJ+¥q 3
+ i  L +qql+V  V r
.Let us put
- i  = V  V r . i  j o(-)cXrij6^ ( - » ) qA e J « q
si+q = I  c1+qaSearAePr .
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Now, we are able to write:
Crdf - MrdCrf = f,SX + f. Si+qA. XTvj,
f. s1 1
= f°S .
Let us define 0 then
2
r \
^  - CX - 7  (r )c r
arPr ap. WZ0 w a+wq,p+(r-w)q
r
1 T /r\^r
s _ - L (Jcar,k-q wr o w a+wq,k-(w+l)q
r ,
x 7 (r\n *
S J-q,Pr " " wto J-(r+l-w)q,p+(r-w)q
r
sXJ-q,k-q “ ' wro (”)0 'j-Cr+l-w)q,k-(w+l)q
Xr
i+q _ i+q 
arPr " C aP
x+q _ x+q _ x+q = Q
3 ar,k-q " s 3-q,Pr J-q,k-q
We note, that
^ ^ 7  i'r \
S arPr + S prar ” ap W=C/ W'C a+wq,p+(r-w)q
X 7  ,r. xr
+ C Pa w'c p+wq,a+(r-w)qw=o
r
.*•3
ap+u pa7 “ wt^ 0 vr - w ^  a+(r-w)q,p+wq
^ Xr
P+wq,a+(r-w)q
'■ ~ " r; n Tiy
, X X % Y / r N r = (c „ +c „ ) - Lj v ) c v  ' -w'
" w j ^ ) c  r
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W=0
= 0
w' *■ <n(r-w)q,p+wq p+wq,a+(r-w)q
r XX X _ ) /Tv r
s a^A-q k-q,a . " a+wq,k-(w+l)q‘r r w=o
r
- z o - r
X
i c“^ vw' k-(r+l-w)q,a+(r-w)q
X.
w=o
r
7  ( r Xp r
“ w=o r“W a+(r-w)q,k-(r-w+l)q
- £  C ) c
Xr
“Vi w' k-(r+l-w)q,a+(r-w)qw=0 
r X
" I P *  C a+(r-w)q,k-(r+l-w)q
k-(r+l-w)q,a+(r-w)q ^
w=o
X
+ c.r
j-q,k-q + k-q,Jr-q “ w „ Vw' J-(r+l-w)q,k-(w+l)qw=o
r
7 rr\,.Xr
w=o k-(r+l-w)q, j-(w+l)q
r x
- 7 < r ic r_ 'r-wy j-(r+l-r+w)q,k-(r-w+l)qw=
r
w? o ^ c k“(r+1-w )q^-(w+1)q
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V r  X X) / ic \ "x* « r
“ w=Q^w ^ C J-(w+l)q,k-(r+l-w)q + C k-(r+l-w)q, j-(w+l)q 5
= 0
S1+<1 . + s1+1fl = ci+9 + = 0 .
arPr Prar aP Pa
It follows that s1 + slkj = 0 anci so sl -^s a 2-f°rm« We 
also see that S depends only on the constants of structure.
We shall call it the basic 2-form of the r-tangent structure.
We may then state the fundamental relation:
THEOREM 10. For any 1-form f we have
Crdf - MrdCrf = f°S
where S is the basic 2-form of the r-tangent structure.
In the case r = 1, S is equivalent to the tensor of 
Nijenhuis.t-^ '•
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CHAPTER IV
REAL ALMOST HERMITIAN STRUCTURES 
SUBORDINATE TO THE ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURES
4.1 ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURES
Let J be a field of linear operators on of class
C°% and such that at each point x€Vgq#Jx maps the complexified 
tangent space T^ into itself. We also assume J , in the
X X
sequel simply J, satisfies a relation of the form
p P 
J = X I
where X is a complex constant and I is the identity operator 
on T^, or in the sequel simply- T. In the case X ^  o the 
manifold has an almost product structure which in the
p Q*1
case X = i reduces to an almost complex structure . In
the remaining case, X - o, the manifold has an almost
tangent structure whenever rank J = q .
The almost tangent structures are a special case of 
the r-tangent structures and hence of the Gj-structures 
obtained by putting p = q,r = 1. From section 5.1 we have
O
J = 0 , dimJ(T) = q = dimKerJ , n = 2q 
A basis (e^) of T is said to be adapted to the almost tangent 
,structure, or briefly AT-adapted, if Je^ = ei_q* We 
adopt the following conventions in this chapter:
I* 3‘> k, . i • — 1,2,..., n 
= 1 * 2 , q
a* = a+q .
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Thus (e^) is an AT-adapted basis if and only if
Je i = 6 •
a* a
With respect to the AT-adapted bases the tensor
F^ associated to J has the form 1
(si) =
o o
*q °
= (6i-q>
where I is the qxq identity matrix.
H
The transformation matrices between two AT-adapted 
bases are of the form
A 0 
B A
(21)
where A€GL(q,C), B is a qxq matrix and 0 is the qxq zero 
matrix.
Let (e^) be an AT-adapted basis and (01) the corres­
ponding dual basis. If we write
'de1 = —  where = 0
the components of the torsion tensor of the almost tangent
structure relative to the (e^) are given by where
, a a*
t p*y* “ c pY ’
- ta* - 0 p,k " 13 jk
In local coordinates we have
•jk - W  SaPb ' b a '
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For any 1-form f we have
CdCf = f°T
where T1 = —  ..9 is the torsion form of the almost
2
tangent structure.
i
For any 1-form f we also have the fundamental relation
Cdf - MdCf = f°S 
where S is the basic 2-form of the almost tangent structure. 
It is shown in [4] that S is equivalent to the Nijenhuis 
tensor.
The set of all the matrices of the form (21) is an 
algebraic subgroup of GL(n,C) and thus is a Lie group 
It will be denoted by GT . GT can be intrinsically character­
ised as the set of matrices GL(n,C) which commutes with J.
The.set of all the AT-adapted bases at the
different points of Vn has a natural structure as a principal 
fibre bundle with base space V , structural group GT, and 
projection mapping p : ^ ( V n ) -»Vn which assigns to any 
AT-adapted basis at x the point x it'self.
:EXAMPLE OF AN ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURE
Let T(V ) be the fibre bundle of the tangent vectors
Hi
to a differentiable manifold V . A point z of T(V ) is
'"A T.
■ defined by a. point x € V and a vector y tangent at x to
HI
V . If (xa ) is a system of local coordinates of x and 
(ya ) the corresponding components of y, the 2q numbers 
,■ ica ,ya define a system of local coordinates of z which we 
call admissible. A change of coordinates in Vq induces a
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change of admissible coordinates in T(V ) to which 
corresponds in T a change of coframes of the form:
Li
, a 1 . a h  B , a* -^a. * ^  B »a 1 ^  Bdx = A dxp , dy = BQ dxp+A dyp .
P P , P
Ot CL*
Let us p u t y  = x , with a* = a+q . To the coordinates
i / a  a*,
x , i=l,2 , ...,2 q corresponds the natural frame R(e ,e ).
* a *
If Z is a vector of Tz with components X = Ya , the
1 Q.2q numbers (0,...,0,X , ...,X ) are the components of a 
vector Z. The mapping J : Z -* Z is linear, of rank q, 
and with square zero. J defines on T'(V ) an almost tangent 
structure. The kernel of J is the tangent space at z to the 
fibre p“^(x). The frame R is adapted to the almost tangent 
structure.
ri2 ]
The above example is due to J. Klein .
4.2 INTEGRABILITY 'OF KER J
We will say that KerJ is integrable if for each 
point x in V. there i6, a neighbourhood of x for which
rr*the subspace KerJ is able to be defined by dz^ = 0 where 
the (za*) are n complex-valued functions of class C .
If KerJ is integrable then we can choose 0 a*_ dza*
in an adaptdd basis of (T°)*. it then follqws that
* * ^ 
d0 a = d(dza ) = 0 and so the components ca ^  will be
zero. Thus the torsion tensor will be zero.
Suppose now that is real and analytic. Let us
consider a system of local coordinates (x ). We can define
KerJ locally by the system of differentials
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( < *  -  ! > > * “  = 0
. . .  ( 2 2 )
(Fa - 6a * )dX<1 “ °
Indeed, for i = p*, we have
(FP* - 6 P*)dxa = Odxa = 0 
a o
(F*3* - = - dx*3* = 0
' a a*'
and for i = P, we have'
(FP - 6 p)dXa = (6 p_6^)dxa = 0  
v a* a v a a/
(Fa ” 6 ^*)dxa*' = Odxa* = 0  .
The system (22) must then be of rank q, and is equivalent
I
to.a system involving q equations
0a* s B ^ d x 1 = 0  ... (2 3 )
where the B?* are real valued functions of class C°°.
If the torsion tensor is zero then the system (22) 
satisfies the conditions of Frobenius for complete integra- 
bility. Indeed,
ciea * A e 1 * A . . . A e ' i*  =  ( |  c “ *.)k0'JA e k ) A e 1 * A . . . A e <1*
=  ( ^ V v 9^  + | Ca^ * Y * 0P#AeV* )Ael*A - A9q#
= 0 since 1 * = p* = q* .
It then follows (since the Pfaffian system (23) is completely 
integrable) that there exists locally, q functions (za ) of
a >  n  *  ~  -Jt- Q  t  *  f v - X -  .
class C such that 0a = a^^dz^ where (a^,^) is regular.
/ \ fl,1^
rrhus the system (2 3 )' is equivalent to the system dz = 0  .
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Hence, Kerj'is integrable.
We may then state:
THEOREM 11. KerJ is integrable if and only if the torsion
tensor is zero.
4.3 REAL ALMOST HERMITIAN STRUCTURES
In the remainder of this chapter we will assume that 
J maps the tangent space at x,T . (rather than the
X
0
complexified tangent space at x,Tx) into itself. The 
transformation matrices between AT-adapted bases will then 
be of the form (21) wher£ AgGL(q,R) and B is a qxq real 
matrix. By almost tangent structures we will mean the 
"real" almost tangent structures obtained by these restrictions. 1
Almost hermitian structures subordinate to an almost 
complex structure have been studied in [8 ] and this notion 
has been generalized to the almost product structures in [1 0 ].
In this chapter we extend the treatment to the almost tangent 
structures.
Let us suppose we have defined on Vna riemannian metric 
of class C00,' that is, a real symmetric tensor G = (gj_j)
for which the components in a system of local coordinates 
(x1) are functions of class c” of the (x1) and for which 
the determinant is, everywhere different from zero.
We will say that G is hermitian with respect to J if
GtJ + JG = 0 ... (24)
where is the transpose of the matrix J. In this case 
we shall say that Vn is endowed with a real almost hermitian
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structure subordinate to the almost tangent structure. The 
hermitian condition (24) can be written in the form
% / k  + - 0 • ••• (£5)
THEOREM 12. G is hermitian with respect to J if and only 
if for any u,vgT we have
(u,Jv) + (Ju,v) = 0 , ... (26)
where (,) is the inner product defined by G. The condition 
(26) says that. J is skew-symmetric with respect to (*).
Proof: Let u,vgT; then
(u,Jv) + (Ju,v) = gijU1 (Jv)J + gij(Ju)1 vJ
= ®iju i (pkv k ) +
A +- (gi / k  ®dkFi)uivk
= 0  because of (2 5 ).
'If we multiply (24) by J we obtain JG^J = 0 since
2J = 0 . In other words,
6 klFH  " 0  •
It then follows that for any u,vgT we get
t * '
(Ju,Jv) = gkl(Ju)k(Jv) 1  
- skl(P^ 1 H P dv3)
= 0  .
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We may then state:
THEOREM 13. If G is hermitian with respect to J then the
image space J(T)«KerJ is completely isotropic,
that is, for any u,\\:T we have
(Ju,Jv) = 0 . ... (2?)
i *
According to (26) we have for any u£T that 
(u,Ju) + (Ju,u) = 0 and thus (u,Ju) = 0. This gives us
THEOREM 14. If G is hermitian with respect to J then any 
vector is orthogonal to its transform by J.
That is,'for any u€T we have (u,Ju) = 0.
Using the above results it' is easy to show
THEOREM 15. G is hermitian with respect to J if and only 
if for any u,vgT we have 
(u+Ju,v+Jv) = (u,v)■
Let us assume now that G is hermitian with respect to 
J. To obtain an expression for G relative to an AT-adapted 
basis we note that from (2 7 ) we get
gaf> = (V V  " <Jea**JV >  c 0
and from (2 6 ) we get
ga*p = (ea*,ep) = (ea*,Jep*) = " (Jea*,ep*) = “ (ea ,ep*) = " sap* J 
These conditions are equivalent to the condition that
G =
0  Gx 
"G1 G2
V.
... (28>
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where G-j^ = (g^*) and & 2  = (ga*P*)* We see from (2®) tha-t
det G = (detG1 )2 / o
and thus G^ is regular and hence is of rank q. Further, 
since G is symmetric we have
"t "fcthat is, G-l = - G-^  and Gg = Gg. Hence G1 is skew-symmetric
and Gg is symmetric.
THEOREM 16. In order that an almost tangent structure
admit a subordinate almost hermitian structure 
it is necessary that Vn have dimension 4m for some integer 
m, that is, for some m we have n = 2q = 4m.
Proof: This follows immediately since G^ is a qxq skew-
symmetric matrix over a field of characteristic 
different than 2 arid is also of rank q.
4.4 EXISTENCE THEOREMS
THEOREM 17, If  ^ is symmetric and non-singular on KerJ, 
then we can always define Y such that Y is' 
skew-symmetric and non-singular on T; indeed, it suffices 
to define
Y(u,v) = $(Ju,v) - $(u,Jv)
Proof: The symmetry of $ implies the skew-symmetry of Y.
If Y(u,v) = 0 for every veT, then $(Ju,v) - $(u,Jv) =
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. I
for every v^T. In particular §(Ju,v) = 0 for every 
v^KerJ. Since $ is non-singular on KerJ, Ju = 0, that 
is ugKerJ. But then §(u,Jv) = 0 for every v^T. Again, 
since $ is non-singular on KerJ, u = 0. Thus ¥ is non- 
'singular on T.
THEOREM 18. If § is skew-symmetric and non-singular on
KerJ, then we can always define a riemannian 
structure (,) on T which is hermitian with respect to J; 
indeed, it suffices to define
(u,v) = t(u,Jv) + §(v,Ju)
Proof: Clearly (,) is symmetric. Also, by an argument
similar to the above we can show that (,) is 
non-singular. Finally we note that for any u,v€T we have
(u,Jv) + (Ju,v) = §(u,J2 v) + $(Jv,Ju)
2
, ' ' + §(Ju,Jv) + $(v,J u)
=  0 . •
Thus (,) is hermitian with respect to J.
From (25) we may write
gi / k Fm + SJkPi ^  ” °
sd ^ Pm = °  • •••(29)
Let F., = g ,F^; then from (2 5 ) we have F.. + F. . = 0
Xlv JK  X JX X J
and the (F. .) are components of a real exterior 2-form FX J
which we will call the fundamental form of the almost 
hermitian structure. This definition means that for any
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u,vgT we have F(u,v) = (Ju,v).
Let the matrix (g1 )^ be the inverse of Then
from (2 9 ) we obtain
F ., Fk = 0 lk m
or, P.kFm;)gJk = 0  . ...(30)
THEOREM 19. 'Given a real exterior 2-form (F. .) of rank q
and a riemannian metric (g. .) both of class C“
and defined on V such that (30) is satisfied, one cann /
always define an almost tangent structure and a subordinate 
almost hermitian structure with hermitian metric (g. .)
i J
and fundamental form (F. .).
. J- J
Proof: Let us define a linear operator J on T by the
tensor ’
F^ " = F 
i iks
Then,
FhF J" = F e ^ F  a ^Jirh 'lk5  hls
ik hle 
= 0  .
_ vont- ! TPd-i'Thus J = 0 .  Also, rank J = rank (F^) = rank (FG“ ) = q
since (gk )^ is regular and is of rank q. Hence, J
defines an almost tangent structure on Vn . 
Moreover, we have
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Hence (2 5 ) is satisfied and (g. .) is hermitian with respect
1 j
to J. The resulting almost hermitian structure has 
fundamental form
* 1 * 3  “ PU
as asserted.
k.5 H-ADAPTED BASES
Let us consider the matrix H defined by
H = (hi3) =
0 ' 0 0 Imm
0 0 "Imm 0
0 "Imm 0 O'
Im 0 0 0
n = 2m
where Im is the mxm identity matrix. We will examine the 
question of whether it is possible to transform a riemannian 
metric (g. .), hermitian with respect to J* into a matrix 
of the form (51) by a transformation of AT-adapted bases.
If (e^) is an AT-adapted basis let us consider the vectors
v^€T such that
v - x^ e,, , v „ = x^e„„ + xr ,e. 
a a P a* a p* a* p:
Clearly, the (v\) form an AT-adapted basis. Our question
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may be restated in the following manner:
i R * R 8*Do scalars (x.), where xp„ = xp,xp = 0, exist such 
v i' a* a a
that the equations
( V vj) = % l XiXJ = hij •••(52)
will be satisfied?
The system (52) is equivalent to the systems:
^xp*xXx^ = h\H*. ... (55)
+ ^ * p xX*U* + sa* e * * K  = h\*M* • ••• ^
Let K = 0 > -  ( g ^ * ^ * ) *  X -  ( x ^ ) >
and Y = (x^*). Then we may write (55) and (54) in matrix 
form as follows:
XG-^X = K ... (55)
YG-^X - XG-^Y + XG^X = 0 . ... (56)
Our question now is whether there exists solutions X and Y
satisfying the systems (55) and (56).
In (55) we may regard K as the normal form of the 
congruence class of skew-symmetric matrices of rank 2m.
It then follows that one can always find a regular matrix 
X satisfying this system .
Given a regular matrix X satisfying (55) we may 
write (56) in the form
B^Y + Y^B = C ... (57)
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where B = XG^ and C = XGgtX. Let Z = B^T; then (37) 
becomes
as + ^  - 0 ... (38)
which will have infinitely many solutions if C is symmetric. 
Since Gg is symmetric then XGg^X = C is symmetric and (38) 
always admits solutions. Moreover both X and G^ are 
regular so that B is regular and Y = ^(B ^Z) will be a 
solution of (37). Hence we can always find scalars 
(x?) such that (32) is satisfied.' We thus have proven
THEOREM 20. If (g..) is a riemannian metric hermitian
with respect to J there always exists an
AT-adapted .basis such that (g. .) will have the form (31).
J
We shall say that any AT-adapted basis satisfying 
the conditions (32) is adapted to the almost hermitian 
structure, or briefly is H-adapted.
Thus any H-adapted basis is an AT-adapted basis and 
with respect to any H-adapted basis G will have the form 
(51).
Let (e^) be an H-adapted basis and let (01) be the
2
corresponding dual basis. We will denote by ds the 
quadratic form defined by G. One then has
ds2 = = gap*(eaep* - eaV )
- - ea(1)V < 2>)
- 6a(i)e(i)(9a( 2 )ee(1)* -
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where a(l) = l,2 ,...,m, a (2 ) = a (l) + m, a(l)* = a(l) + n 
and a(2)* = a(2) + n = a(l) + m + n. We then can write 
m
as2- .• 2  Z  ( e ^ 1^ 2)* . ea <1)*e“ (2)) .
a(l)=l
Also, the fundamental form can be written
F = F, 0 ^ 9 ^  (i < J)
X  J
= gk / j 9 1A8J =
= ^1j9a *A0J' (d* < J)
- M l ) 9 ( 2,*9a(1)*A9e(2)*
m
. Z  e°h)*A8a (2)* .
a(l)=l
Suppose now that (e.) and (e.,) are both H-adapted
«]
basesj then
gk ‘l* “ Ak ‘A1 ‘ gi J
where
= (4.) -
ro< WOV.
, A€GL(2m,R), and G =
B A i w o
We may then write (59) in the form ,
G - V  X
/ f - * ' t
V
•h
0 K A 0 0 K A B
or = -f-
-K 0 . B A -K 0 0 tkk d V y
f
0 AK*A
<•p3
BKtA-AK *8 .
9
• (39)
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Hence, AK^A = K ... (40)
AK*B - BK^A = 0  . ... (41)
We thus ace that a transformation matrix between two
A 0H-adapted bases is of the form
B A
the conditions (40),(4l) respectively.
Let GR be the set of matrices of the form
where A,B satisfy
A 0 
B A
where A,B satisfy (40),(4l) respectively. The set GR 
is the subset of G^ consisting of matrices orthogonal
4*
with respect to G,'that is matrices M such that MG M = G, 
or equivalently, such that M is orthogonal to (,) which 
means that for any u,vgT we have (Mu,Mv) = (u,v) .
t
THEOREM 21. GR is a subgroup.of GL(4m,R).
Proof: It suffices to show that if M,M’€Gjj then MM*€GR
and M“^€Gr . Let M,M*€GRj then
(MM,)Gt(MM1) = MM* G^M1^M = MG^M = G
and M"1 Gt(M"1) = M-1 (MGtM)(tM)_ 1  = G. It follows
that MM*€Gh and M“1 6 GR .
Since the' conditions (4o),(4l) define GR as an algebraic 
subgroup of the Lie group G^, then necessarily GR is itself 
a Lie group.^
Let ER (Vn ) be the set of the H-adapted bases at the 
different points of Vn and let p: -*Vn be the mapping
which to an H-adapted basis at a point xeVn makes correspond 
x itself. then has, with respect to p, a natural
structure as a principal fibre bundle with base space Vn 
and structural group GR .
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4 . 6  H-CONNECTIONS
We will call H-connection any infinitesimal 
connection defined on the fibre bundle E^(Vn ). Given 
a covering of Vn by neighbourhoods endowed with local 
cross sections of Ey(Vn) an H-connection may be defined 
in each neighbourhood U by a form Wy with values in the 
Lie algebra L(GW ) of the group Gy. Such a form may be
represented at x€Vn by means of a matrix of order n whose
elements are real valued linear forms at x; it will be
^  *
denoted locally by w,, = (w.) where (w^.)6L(Gh ),
To determine, the form of the elements of L(Gy) we 
recall that Gy consists of matrices of GL(4m,R) which 
commute with J and are orthogonal with respect to G.
The Lie algebra of Gy consists of tangent vectors at 
the identity to curves in Gy. Thus, by differentiation 
of the relations defining elements of Gy, we find that 
L(Gy) consists of nxn matrices which commute with J and 
are skew-symmetric with respect to G. Hence L(Gy) consists 
of matrices of the form
A 0
M = where G M + MG = 0 ... (42)
B A
i
or equivalently, where for any vectors u,v€T we have 
(Mu,v) + (u,Mv) = 0 .
With respect to an H-adapted basis the conditions (42) 
can be written
0 K 
-K 0
*A
0  ^A
A 0 
B A
0 K 
-K 0
0  0  
0  0
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or K A + AK = 0
and _KtB + BK = 0
Now (43) can be written'
... (43) 
... (44)
/
0
r
s
H
'  tA 
A1 s ' [ X v
0
I m '
f
0
*
0
> _Im 0
CVJ
<-p.
s .
+
X J
-im 0
>
0 0 ✓
X + \  = 0
or 1 A
4- 2
0
 11OJ
<1
A
3
i > n o
or
+ ki[t) “ 0 
% l t ]  - A& Sj - 0
AeUJ - Aa[l| = 0
Also, (44) can be written
m
0 B,
B-
B,
* f * f / s
B 1 B2 . 0 Im 0 0+ =
✓ B3s b4 J
-Im 0 J
0 0
4
t
or
D1 “ d4 - 0
;B 2 + b2 =. 0
;b5  + b3  = 0
p m *  a (2j* - 0
where B = (A^*), or + Aa|ij* = 0
■^{3 j 2 j * +  Aa I 2; * =  0
Clearly, Ejj(Vn ) may considered as a sub-bundle of
the fibre bundle E(Vn ) of all bases. Thus any H-connection
defines canonically a linear connection with which it may
be identified.
Conversely, let us be given a linear connection and
a covering of Vn by open sets, each furnished with a local
section of E^(Vn ). This connection may be defined on each
neighbourhood by a local form, with values in gl(4m,R), the
Lie algebra of GL(4m,R), represented by a matrix (w3:) whose
J
elements are real valued local Pfaffigin forms. In order that
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the given connection be able to be identified with an 
H-connection it is necessary and sufficient that (w^ j) 
belongs to L(Gh); that is
wf  - 0 > #  - m
w a [ l j  +  w s | l j  “ 0 ' w a [ ? |  - w e[lj °  ' -  " p f s )  “  °  • "  (1*6)
wa[i]» " = 0 ' wa|l|* + ^ l j *  = 0 ’
+ = 0 • . ••• W
As shown by H. Eliopoulos^^ the conditions (45)
express that the tensor J = (F^) has absolute differential 
* J
zero (which is a necessary and sufficient condition that 
the given connection be an AT-connection).
To interpret the conditions (46) and (47) let us 
introduce the absolute differential of the metric tensor, 
assuming the condtions (45). We have
vsij = " wigkj “ Wjgik 
which leads to . .
vgap = 0
vgaf3* = U Wa g\p* “ W(3gaX* fr°m Wh±6h W® obtain:
vga(l)p(l)* " Wa[l] ” wp[l]
t f
7 ^x(2)S(1)* “ wa[l| + wp[l| 
7ga(l)P(2)* ” " Wa|l) ‘ we[l|
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V3a(2)0(2.)* “ “ ^ [ 2] + "pi
7ga*p ‘ VgaP*
vSa*0* = " V ^ P *  ” Wp*ga*X from Which We obtain: 
Vg<x(l)*p(l)* = Wa|l]* + "pll]* 
vga(l)*p(2)* = " wa(lj* + ^ [ 2]*
V g a ( 2) * p ( l ) *  = “ W p | l j *
vga(2)*p(2)* = " wa[ij* “ "(3 [2]*
It can be seen from the above equations that the
condition ^6ap* = 0 equivalent to the conditions (46)
and the condition V g ^ ^  = 0  is equivalent to the
conditions (47). Hence the conditions (46) and (47) are
equivalent to the vanishing o f .the absolute differential
of (g. .) provided we assume (45). We may then state 
-t- 0
THEOREM 22. A necessary and sufficient condition that a
given linear connection on Vn be an H-connection
is that the tensors (F3:) and (g. .) have absolute differential
J -t- J
zero.
We say that a linear connection defined on a differential 
manifold furnished with a metric (g. .) is euclidean if
1 J
vg. = 0 . The above theorem then says that we may identify
the H-connections with the euclidean AT-connections.
Let us consider on V a linear connection defined withn
respect to an AT-adapted basis by the matrix (w^)• The
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^ i
forms (w.) defined by 
J
~a* a* jx
V  = wp = V  + "p
a
V  = V
'Vi*
Wp = 0
define a linear connection which we can identify with an 
AT-connection. We will say that it is the AT-connection 
induced by the given connection.
THEOREM 23. The AT-connection induced by a euclidean 
connection is again euclidean.
Proof: Let a euclidean connection on V be definedn
relative to an H-adapted basis by (w ^)i then
VgiJ = "WigkJ " Wjgik = 0  '
X*that is: vgap = - wa gx*p - wp g(xX* = 0
v^x*p = “ Wa*g\*p " WpSa*X= °
vgaP* ~ “ "a^p* Wp*ga^* _ ^
vSa*P* = " Wa*g^p* " Wf3*ga*X = ° ’
Let the induced AT-connection be represented by the matrix
"vjL
(w.); then in this connection:
7Sij = -
and we have:
A. v A.\ ^
VgaP " ‘ "a ®X*s " V  V *  - °
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7 ^ x * p  =  “ wa * s X * p  “  Wp ga * X
“  '  Wa * g X * P  ”  " a ^ P ’ "  Wp * ga * X  "  wp ga * X
=  ( “  wa * ® x * p  “  Wp ga * x )  “  ( “  " a ^ p *  "  wp * ga X * )
= 0 ♦ •
v % p *  =  "  Wa gX p *  "  Wp * Sa X *  '
X *  X „  X *  \
“  “  wa * g X p *  "  wa  X p *  "  wp * ga X *  “  wp ga X *
/ X *  X N / X X *  x
■= -  ( - wa * s X * p  -  " ( i ' W  +  ( - wa S x B*  -  V 6 a X * )
= 0
Vga * P *  =  "  Wa * g^ P *  “  wp * ga * X
=  -  wa * s X p *  -  w£ * sa * X
= 0 .
Hence the AT-connection induced by (w3:) is . again euclidean.
J
We may then state:
THEOREM 24. Any given euclidean connection can be identified 
with a euclidean AT-connection and hence with 
an H-connection.
Vn can be endowed with the structure of a riemannian 
manifold (from a theorem of Whitney) and then from the 
fundamental theorem of riemannian' geometry we may assert 
the existence of a unique euclidean connection such that 
its torsion is zero. This connection will be called the
riemannian connection of the manifold V • The induced
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connection is then an H-connection which we call the
first canonical connection 
iLet (w.), respectively (w.), be the forms defining
J J
the riemannian connection, respectively the first
canonical connection, relative to some local section of 
E(V ). Let us put
w d ■ vV k • ” j -
where (91) is, at each point, the dual basis of the
basis defined by the local section. We will say that
i ^i
the (y jjj.), respectively (y , are the components of
the riemafmian connection, respectively first canonical
connection, relative to the local section considered.
i ~i i t
Let a jk = Y jk " Y jk* then the a jk are the
r  i i n
components of a tensor L J. With respect to an AT-adapted
basis we have:
aa* = "<** _ Ya* _ a* a a*
01 p*k Y 9*k Y p*k “ Y 9*k + Y 9k Y p*k
a
= Y 9k
a% * k  = Y% * k  “ Y° W  ' Y% * k  “ Y° W
= o
aa = Ya * va * = ~ va *Pk gk Y Y pk
aa = va - Y^ = Ya* 4. va va9k 9k Y ,’9k 9*k 9k “ Y 9k
_ a* ' .
" Y 9*k ’
Let DF3: be the absolute differential of the tensor 
J
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(Fj) in the riemannian connection. Let us introduce
the covariant derivative D. F., defined by
k  j
DPj - “/ /  •
With respect to AT-adapted bases we have:
. DF3" =. dF3: + w Jf ^ - w ^f J
J J J J
v i  - V j + - vV h  » thus
n Fa = Ya F*1 - Y*1 F0, = - Y^-* F0,Dlc p Y hkr.p Y pk h Y pk' X*
_ ' va*
 Y pk .
k P* " Y hk p* " Y p*k h “ Y Xk p* “ Y p * ^ *
t
_ Ya - Ytt*“ Y pk Y P*k .
D T"* = Ya* Fh - Yh Fa*k p Y hk p Y pk h
= 0
n Fa* = Ya* Fh Yh I?* - Ya* F^
k p* Y hk P* “ Y P*k h “ Y Xk p*
a*
' = Y pk *
Let us note that since the riemannian connection 
has zero torsion we have
de1 = e^Aw3; = Y1 ^v0j*A0k
J JK-
and so the components of the torsion tensor for the almost 
tangent structure are given by
■ ta _ Ya* Ya*
p*x* “ Y px Y xp
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The torsion form of the first canonical connection 
is defined by
e1 = de1 +
J
i 1 ^i 1 
= - W A0J + W A0J
J J
= (Wj - Wj)A0 ^
= a1 0kA03
°k
Thus,
e« = a“ JkekAeJ
- a“pke * V  + a“p,t9 W
- v « V ke*Ae»
- aa*jk9kA6 3
- + a - W  ‘
= - + v V ^ ^ *
v a *  QX v a *  0 X *AflP +  V a  0 k A0P*“ " Y pX A0 “ Y px* A Y pk
' - - \  + ”x ^ X*Aep + * % i A e** .
We note that the first canonical connection is an 
H-connection for which the vanishing of the torsion form 
implies the vanishing of the torsion form of the almost
tangent structure. We thus have
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THEOREM 2 5 . On a manifold Vn with an almost tangent structure 
there always exists an H-connection whose torsion 
form vanishes only if the torsion form of the almost tangent 
structure vanishes.
4.7. HOLONOMY GROUPS OF THE H-CONNECTIONS
Let us consider an H-connection;,any horizontal path 
constructed on E(Vn ) relative to the linear connection 
identified with the given H-connection and beginning at an 
H-adapted basis z ends at an H-adapted basis z*. One deduces 
from this that the holonomy group at z of this connection 
is a subgroup of Gjj.
, , Conversely-, let Vn be a differentiable manifold furnished 
with a linear connection and let us suppose that at a point,
x of Vn there is a basis z such that the holonomy group \jr z of
the connection at z is a subgroup of G^. Let us consider at
the point x the tensors (g. .) and (F3:) for which the components1 J J
with respect to the basis z are defined by:
' o k '
-K 0s *
" 0 o'
^ 0 V S
These tensors are invariant under * ( a  subgroup of G„ ).Z < ' ri
By parallel transport on Vn we obtain the tensors (g^j) and 
(F3:) defined on the whole manifold. Now, at the point x we 
have
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and these relations remain true at Any point of V . Thus 
V may be endowed with an almost hermitian structure sub­
ordinate to an almost tangent structure. Since the tensors
(g. .) and (F3;) are invariant under \|r they have absolute 
J z
differential zero •- ; thus the given connection may be
identified with an H-connection. We may then state
t
THEOREM 26. A necessary and sufficient condition that a
linear connection on Vn be an H-connection of
an almost hermitian structure subordinate to an almost
tangent structure is that the holonomy ^roup of the connection
be a subgroup of G„.
* rL
Suppose now that V is a differentiable manifold fur-
n 1
nished with a metric (g. ). We will say that a basis z
^ J
defined at a point of Vn is adapted to the metric if the 
components of the metric tensor with respect to z are
( 0 k'
(Si,) =
1 3  l-K oj
Let us be given on Vn a euclidean connection and let us
suppose that there exists at the point x of Vn a basis z,
adapted to the metric, such that the holonomy group ijt inz
this connection is a subgroup of G^. By assumption
vg = 0  ; the metric tensor is thus invariant under f .
±3 z
It follows that i|rz is a subgroup of G^. Then, as above, we
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may endow Vn with an almost hermitian structure subordinate 
to an almost tangent structure for which the metric coincides 
with the initial metric. The given connection can then be 
identified with an H-connection. We have thus proven:
THEOREM 27'. A necessary and sufficient condition that a
euclidean connection in V* be an H-connectionn
of an almost hermitian structure subordinate to an almost 
tangent structure is that the holonomy group of the connection 
be a subgroup of G,j.
4.8. THE CHARACTERISTIC FORM OF AN H-CONNECTION
An H-connection determines cahonically an AT-connection. 
We can thus associate to it a characteristic form defined 
by
a a*¥ = w = u> „ a a*
where uu is the curvature form of the AT-connection. If
the connection is defined with respect to the AT-adapted
'
bases by ( t t3:) we have from [4] that
tJ , .
Y = dTTa 
a
The given connection being an H-connection we have
+ n a[l] “ 0 '
Thus
a¥ = du„ a
= t  dTTa ‘-v. a 
a=l
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= Z  dTTafll + dTTa i
a(l)=l ' ' a (2 )=m+l a(2'
=  ?■ dTTa(l) _ ^  dTTa W
. a(l)=l a(l)=l,(1 1
= 0  .
We thus see'that the characteristic form of H. Eliopoulos 
is zero for any H-connection.
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CHAPTER V
PARTICULAR CASES OF ALMOST HERMITIAN STRUCTURES
5.1 HERMITIAN AND PSEUDO-HERMITIAN STRUCTURES
The almost tangent structure defined by the data 
of an almost hermitian structure will be referred to as 
the almost tangent structure underlying the almost hermitian 
structure.
Being given an almost hermitian structure on Vn we 
will say that it is hermitian if the underlying almost 
tangent structure is integrable, that is, for each x *€Vn 
there exists n real valued functions (z1) defined in an 
open neighbourhood U of x* such that at each point x of 
U the subspaces KerJ and T-KerJ (the complement of KerJ 
in T) determining the almost tangent structure are able to
n ^  rt
be defined by dz = 0  and dz = 0  , respectively, where 
the basis of T dual to the (dz1) is adapted to the almost 
tangent structure. With respect to this basis one has
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= g ,dza *AdzJ (a*<3)
(X J
= ga^ d z a*Adzp* (a<P) .
The almost tangent structure underlying the hermitian 
structure is necessarily without torsion.
Conversely, let us be given an almost hermitian 
structure for which the underlying almost tangent structure 
is without torsion. Such a structure will be called pseudo- 
hermitian.
A pseudo-hermitian structure will be hermitian if 
T-KerJ is integrable. Indeed, this follows immediately from 
theorem 1 1 .
We recall that in the riemannian connection we have, 
relative to the AT-adapted bases,
~ pa a*
, k.p " “ Y pk
■n -ciQ. a a*
k V  " Y pk “ Y p*k
a* „
V *  - 0
_a* a*
■ k V  " Y Pk
and that the components of the torsion tensor of the almost
tangent structure are given by
+a = Ya* _ a*
* p*\* Y pX T Ip
- d9 ^  - ■ ■
lr
Since = F^g^j we obtain
D^F. . = D.nFij - V h S k j )
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" jDh^i + ^ h ^ J
k
” gkjDhFi
since the riemannian connection is euclidean. Relative to 
the AT-adapted bases we have
V a »  - - % e V a  +
* 0
DhFa*p = skpDhFa* = gXpDhFa* + gX*pDhFa*
= gX*pyX ah
DhFap* = gkp*DhFa = gXp*DhFa + gX*p*DhFa = gXp*("Y ah^
- «  ' '“ gX*pY ah
DhFa*p* = gkp*DhFa* = sXp*DhFa* + gX*p*DhFa*
= gXp*(yXah " yX a*h) + gX*p*yX ah *
We thus have:
I
THEOREM 28.' In an almost hermitian structure we have
DhFa(3 = °
DhFap* = DhFa*3
with respect to'the AT-adapted bases, where denotes 
covariant derivation in the riemannian connection and 
(Fj_j) is the fundamental form of the almost hermitian 
structure.
Let us now consider an H-adapted basisj with respect 
to this basis we have
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vaV  = - ^  = - v v ska)
'= - V FP/ a + v * ^ * a >
where (glj) = (g^ ) so that we get Ya*px= - ^ * aDAFpu»;
thus we obtain
a(l)* = _ gP*a(l)D F
Y pX *Vp|i*
_ _ ^ ( 1 ) ^ ( 1 ) D p . . _ c^(2) % ( 1 )d  f  , v
~ e V p t ^ l ) *  * X. pp.(2)*
= " DXFpa(2)*
Y pX ~ &  X P|i*
_ _ u ( l ) % ( 2 ) u( 2 )^a(2 )
S X pn(l)* S X Pn(2)*
" DxFpa (l)* *
We then get
ta(i) _ Yo(l)* . 0(1)*
1 P*X* '• PX Y
‘ D|Aa(2)* ‘ V p 0 (2)*
to.(2) a(2)« _ o(2)*
P^x* Y Px Y xp
= " (DpFXa(l)* " °XFpa(l)*) *
We see from the above that the almost tangent structure
underlying an almost hermitian structure is without torsion
if and only if D ^ F ^ *  is symmetric in P and X . But since
I)pF X a *  is antisymmetric with respect to X and a* and since
DpFXa* = ^P^X*^ such a symmetry condition implies that
D 0 F. „ = 0 . Indeed, we have p Xa*
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We may then state
^ .  Jfcfi. Oil >-* fZ
be pseudohermitian it is necessary and sufficient 
that relative to the H-adapted bases one has
V aS» - 0
Q
or equivalently, y \a = ^  *
We may also characterise the pseudohermitian structures 
by means of a tensor.
THEOREM 50/ With respect to any basis whatever, the
pseudohermitian,structures are able to be 
characterised by the relation
F, = 0  
i j k a be
Id *
where F . = f £ .
Proof: Let
then the P-j^ are "the components of a tensor. With respect 
to an H-adapted basis we have
n = FaF^FCD F = 0  p\jk / k V ’bc u
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p. = F^F^FpD F, = 0 ia*k i a* k a be
PX*aP* = FX*FaFp*DaFbc = :FX*FaFp*D^Fv*a
= DXFa*P = DXFctP* *
Thus (p^j^) vanishes if and only if the given almost 
hermitian structure is pseudohermitian.
5.2 ALMOST KAHLERIAN STRUCTURES
An almost hermitian structure on a differentiable 
manifold Vn will be called almost kahlerian if the fund­
amental form F is closed, that is dF = 0. With respect to 
•any basis whatever this condition may be written
W  + D / k i  + DkFlj ‘ 0
and this relation must be satisfied at any point of Vn 
for any i,j,k.
The relations (47), with respect to an H-adapted 
basis, assume the form:
D, F „ + D F „ = 0
x <xP* a P*x
DXFa*P* + Da*Fp*\ + *FXa* = 0
DX*Fa*p* + Da*Fp*X* + Dp*FX*a* ” °
The equation (48) can be written
D, F Q „ - D F. Q = 0 X ag* a Xp*
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or D, F OJ. = D F. : that is, D,F is symmetric with 
a. aP ct A p* a. aP
respect to X and a. But as we have seen before, this is 
equivalent to the condition
DXFaf3* = 0  * ^
Thus we have
THEOREM 51. Any almost kahlerian structure is pseudohermitian.
Any pseudohermitian structure satisfying (49) 
and (5 0 ) is almost kahlerian.
Let us consider a pseudohermitian structure on which 
we define
and qj_jk a**e the components of respective
tensors. Let us put
Then the are also the components of a. tensor. With
respect to an H-adapted basis we have
rX*a *p* " D *-Fa*P*
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' the other components being zero. Tfyus vanishes
if and only if (49) and (5 0 ) are satisfied and hence if 
and only if the given pseudohermitian structure is almost 
kahlerian.
Lee us,now consider an almost hermitian structure and 
let us define
sijk = rijk ” pijk
where r. is defined above and p. .. is defined in theorem
30. The are once again the components of a tensor.
We note the following results:
sXjk = rXjk " pXjk
“  fX h * Pbc + + ^ a V c  *
Thus,
SlaP ” D 7i*Pa *P* + Da*Fp*\* +  D p*F X*a*
sXa *P " S4ap* " sXa*p* " 0 *
Also,
SX*Jk = rX*jk " PX* jk
- V j k  + D / k x  + DA j  - pjpk h pbo
Thus,
s, „ Q = D, F Q + D Fq> + D F, = 0 A.*a3 X ag a px p Xa
sX*a *p ~ D XFa *P + Da*F pX + D pF Xa*
D XFa *P + D pF Xa*
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SX*ap* " DXFotf3* + Da * W  + DP*FXa DXFa*P 
= DaFp*X
. •
sX*a*0* = D\Fa*p* + Da*Fp*X + Dp*FXa**
We note that the vanishing of s^^^^ is equivalent to the 
vanishing of s^*^* which is equivalent to (5 1 ); also the 
vanishing of Is equivalent to (5 0 ) and the vanishing
of s ^ ^ p *  is equivalent to (49). It then follows that 
the tensor s. vanishes if and only if the given almostX J K
hermitian structure is almost kahlerian. We then have 
proven
THEOREM 52. With respect to any basis whatever, the
almost kahlerian structures are able to be 
characterised by the relation:
I
F ^ f P d  F, + Fa:F?F?D„F, + Fff^F^D F, + F^D, F x 0 k a be j k x a be k x J a be x h Jk
+ F^.F.. + F^D F _ f W f P D qF.„ = 0 . x j kh x k h j  x j k a b c
Note. An almost hermitian structure on Vn will be called
kahlerian if the underlying almost tangent structure 
is integrable and the fundamental form F is closed; it will 
be called pseudokahlerian if the underlying almost tangent 
structure is without torsion and F is closed. In other 
words an almost hermitian structure is kahlerian if it is 
at the same time hermitian and almost kahlerian. Also, an 
almost hermitian structure is pseudokahlerian if it is at the 
same time pseudohermitian and almost kahlerian. Since any
almost kahlerian structure is necessarily pseudohermitian
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the pseudokahlerian structures coincide with the almost 
kahlerian structures. The relationship between these various 
structures is given in the diagram below.
Almost
Hermitian
Almost
Kahlerian
T = 0 Integrable
> ■ Pseudohermitian *---------------- » Hermitian
AT-structure
dF=0 dF=0 dF=0
v >f >>
Integrable
Pseudokahlerian -------   ^ Kahlerian
AT-structure
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CHAPTER VI
HOMOGENEOUS ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURES
6.1 HOMOGENEOUS LIE SPACES
In order to fix the terminology., we recall a number 
of definitions and properties relative to homogeneous Lie 
spaces. These results are found in [10],
• Let G be a connected Lie group and H a closed subgroup. 
We will represent by G/H the quotient space of G under the 
equivalence relation g^"^gg€H, furnished with the usual 
topology for a quotient space and we will denote by p the 
mapping G -♦ G/H which, to g€G, makes correspond the class 
(gH). G/H is able to be endowed with the structure of a 
real analytic manifold Vm and p is analytic. G has, with 
respect to p, a natural structure of a principal fibre 
bundle with base space Vm and structural group H effective 
on itself, by left translation.
Let us be given an element § of G. To the point 
x = pg (where-g€G) of Vm , let us correspond the point
K?x = p(?g)
KjyX is independent of the choice of g in p“^(x). G thus
appears as a transitive group of analytic transformations
of V . We will say that V , furnished with the structure m m
defined by the group of operators G, is a homogeneous Lie 
space.
The set of the elements of G leaving the point x = pg
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fixed is the subgroup gHg-^. In order that G operate 
effectively on V , it is necessary and sufficient that 
H admits no subgroup invariant in. G other than the sub- 
■ group consisting of the identity of G, that is {e}.
Let K| denote at each point of Vm the linear mapping • 
of the tangent vector space at x, T , onto the tangent vectorA
space at K^x, x . In particular, at the point Xo *= pe and 
for hgH, K ’ is a linear mapping of Tv onto itself. We mayJn. Xo
thus represent H by a group H of linear transformations of 
T , which one calls the isotropy group on T
Xp Xo
If p 1 denotes the linear mapping of the tangent vector
spaces of G onto the tangent vector spaces of Vm defined by
setting for any g€G, p'(T ) = T , we will have for any
§ PS
u€T : e
K^p’u = p 1(adj.h)u
i
where (adj.h) is the element corresponding to h^H under the 
adjoint representation of G.
The extension of the mapping K| to the tensors (real or 
complex) defined on Tx will be represented by the same symbol.
We will assume in the sequel that the dimension of the 
manifold Vm is even, that is m = 2 q for,some q.
6,2 HOMOGENEOUS ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURES
Let us consider on a homogeneous Lie space Vm = G/H a 
field of real or complex tensors: let t be the tensor of
the field at the point x = pg. We will say that this field 
is invariant under G if
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- 1  **for an arbitrary g€p"" (x). t is then invariant under H.
x° »
Conversely, from a tensor defined at the point Xo and 
invariant under H, the formula (52) determines on Vm a field 
of tensors invariant under G.
In particular let us suppose that there exists at the 
point x0 a tensor (F^), invariant under H and of rank q 
such that
F^f£ = 0  . ... (5 5 )
One deduces from this by the formula (52) a field of
tensors invariant under G and satisfying the relation (55)
at each point of V • It thus determines an almost tangent
structure on V . We will then say that V is furnished m J m
with a homogeneous alirlost tangent structure.
being the .complexified vector space of T , aXo Xo
homogeneous almost tangent structure is able to be defined 
by the data on of a linear operator J, of rank q,Xo
satisfying the following conditions:
J2  =, 0 ... (55* )
, KhJ = ^ h  for any h6H • •
(5 5 *) is the translation of (5 5 ) in terms of operators;
(5*0 expresses the invariance of J Under H.
Let us denote by G the tangent vector space to G at 
the point e, furnished with its Lie algebra structure, by
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Gcits complexifica.tion, by H and Hc the analogous spaces
crelative to the subgroup H of G. Let us choose in G a
subspace M supplementary to Hc, that is such that Gc = HC © M.
The linear tapping p ’: T -» T = T is able to be extended
0 pS Xo
to G°. By restriction to M it determines an isomorphism of 
M onto , .for which we denote the inverse isomorphism by
Xo
. To any linear operator J defined on T^ one is able 
to associate the linear operator I: Gc -♦ M defined by setting:
Iu = q^Jp'u , u€Gc . ... (55) ’
If J is of rank q on T^ , then J(T^ ) is of dimension q
Xq Xq
c cand since q^ is an isomorphism of Tx onto M, then I(G )
is a q-dimensional subspace of M. Thus I is of rank q.
Let h 6H; one then has for any u 6 G°
p* (adj.h)lu' = K£p«Iu = K£Jp*u 
and p ’I(adj.h)u = Jp*(adj.h)u = JK^p’u so that we obtain ,
p«((adj.h)l - I(adJ.h))u = (K£J - JK£)p«u . ... (5 6 )
Suppose now that J satisfies (55‘) and (5^)i then 
cfor any u€G the linear operator I associated to J is such 
that:
I2u = (q^Jp«)(q^Jp‘)u = q^J2 p ‘u = 0
and according to (5 6 ), such that
p»( (adj.h)I - I(adJ.h) )u = 0
for any h€H. One is then able to write:
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I2u = 0 ... (5 7 )
(adj.h)Iu = I(adj.h)u (modulo Hc) . ... (5 8 )
cConversely, let I be a linear operator on G into 
M, zero on Hc, where M is supplementary to Hc in GC, 
and satisfying (57) and (5 8 ). Let us define as before 
q* to be the isomorphism of TC onto M. Define J on
M Xo XD
by setting J - p 1 Iq^. Then for V^T^ we have 
J2v = (p*Iq]JI)(p‘Iq]JI)v = p'lq^pUlq^v))
= p*I2 q^v since I(Gc)c:M 
= 0 .
Also, K^Jp’u = K^p 1 Iq^p1 u = K^p*Iu r= p*(adj.h)lu
and JK^p'u = Jp*(adJ.h)u = p ^ q ^ p 1 (adj.h)u = p*l(adj.h)u
t
so that we get
KAJ =  JK- .
We can then state:
■THEOREM 53. In order that a homogeneous Lie space Vm = G/H, 
m = 2 q be able to be endowed with a homogeneous 
almost tangent structure it is necessary and sufficient that 
there exists on Gc a linear operator I, zero on HC, of rank q,
and satisfying the following conditions:
2 c
a) I u = 0 for any ugG
b) (adj.h)lu = I(adJ.h)u (modHc) for any u€G° and h€H.
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If (58) is satisfied for any h, it will in particular 
be satisfied for the elements h = exp(tv) of the one 
parameter subgroup generated by an element v of H. By 
passage to the Lie algebras, one deduces from this ^103 
that the condition (5 8 ) leads to
[v,Iu] s? I[v,u] (modHc) ... (59)
c cfor any u€G and v€H. I being a linear operator on G ,
• cthis relation extends to the elements v£H .
Conversely, if (59) is satisfied, the condition (5 8 )
is satisfied for the elements h^H such that (adj.h)
belongs to a one parameter subgroup generated by an element
of the Lie algebra of the group (adj.H). If this group is
connected, (5 8 ) is then satisfied for arbitrary h.
We may state
THEOREM 54. In order that a homogeneous Lie space
Vm = G/H, m = 2q be able to be endowed with 
a homogeneous almost tangent structure, it is necessary 
that there exists on Gc a linear operator I, zero on Hc,
of rank q, and satisfying the following conditions:
a) I2u = 0
b) [Iu,v] s I[u,v] (mod HC )
These conditions are sufficient if (adj.H) is connected.
6.5 INTEGRABLE HOMOGENEOUS ALMOST TANGENT STRUCTURES
We are now going to study the homogeneous almost 
tangent structures which are integrable in the sense of
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Mme Lehmann-Lejeune jn or(jer that an almost tangent
structure on a manifold Vm be integrable it is necessary 
and sufficient that the Nijenhuis tensor be equal to zero, 
that is, for any vector fields u,v’we have N(u,v) = 0 where
N(u,v) = [Ju,Jv] - J[Ju,v] - J[u,Jv] ... (60)
and J is the linear operator on defining the almost tangent 
structure. The Nijenhuis tensor is zero at each point if 
it is zero at the point x0 = pe.
THEOREM 35. In order that a homogeneous almost tangent
structure on a homogeneous Lie space Vm = G/tt 
be integrable, it is necessary and sufficient that the
Nijenhuis tensor be zero at the point x0 = pe.
, c c
Let us choose a subspace M supplementary to H in G .
We may associate to J, as in the above section, at the point
x0 =pe, a linear operator I on Gc sudh that l(Gc)cM. Being
given two elements u,v€G let us make correspond to the pair
(u,v) the vector X(u,v) of T^ defined by
AO
X(u,v) = p ‘([lu,Iv] - I[Iu,v] - l[u,Iv]) ... (6 1 )
. where the symbol [u,v] represents the Lie bracket of u and 
v, or what amounts to the same thing, the bracket of the 
left invariant tangent vector fields to G defined by u and 
v. We will show that
X(u,v) = N(p,u,p*v) . ... (62)
We first make two remarks:
(i) X(u,v) does not change if one replaces u and v by
elements having*the same projection on T^ . Indeed,
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* Q
if one puts u= u + u^ and v= v + v^ where u^v^eH , 
one obtains
X(u,v) - X(u,v) = p'([Iu,Iv3 - ltlu,v] - l[u,Iv3)
- p'(Clu,Iv] - I[Iu,v] - lCu,Iv3)
= p ,([Iu13Iv1] + [Ju,lv13 + [Iux,Iv3
- I[lu1,v13 - l[lu1,v3 - I[lu,v13
- l[u1,Iv13 - lCu,Iv13 - l[u1,Iv3 )
= p'( - itIu,v1i - ltu1,Iv3 )
Now the almost tangent structure being homogeneous we 
can write according to (59)
it Iu,v13 s  I2[u ,v 13 = O' (mod Hc)
I t u ^ ^  s I2Cu 1,v 3 = 0 (mod Hc) .
A A
Hence X(u,v) - X(u,v) = 0
(ii) X(u,v) does not change if one replaces M by another
c csubspace supplementary to H in G . Indeed, let
A A
M be such a subspace. Let us denote by I the linear operator
C A A
on G associated to J and M; and by X(u,v) the vector
A A
defined from u,v and I by (6l). I and I transform any 
celement of p into elements having the sstme projection on 
$c . One is thus able to put
Xo «
A t A
Iu = Iu + t and Iv = Iv + r| 
where t ,t|€Hc and u,v€Gc. One deduces from this
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A A
[Iu,lv] = [Iu,lv] + [IU,T1] + [T,IV] + [T,T1]
= [Iu,Iv] + [Iu ,ti] + [t ,Iv ] (mod Hc)
A A  A
I[ Iu,v] s l[lu,v]- (mod H ) 
= I[Iu,v] + I[T,v] (mod Hc)
I[u,Iv] = I£u,iv] (mod H c)
=■ I[u,Iv], + I[u, r|] (mod Hc) .
Thus X(u,v) - X(u,v)
A Av A A  A  A
= p ’([Iu,Iv] - I[Iu,v] - I[U,IV])
I
- p ‘([Iu,Iv] - I[lu,V] - I[U,IV]‘)
= p \([Iu ,ti] + [T,lv] - I[t ,v ] - I[u,n]) .
Since the almost tangent structure is homogeneous we have
[Iu ,ti3 s (mod Hc)
[t ,Iv ] s I[t ,v ] (mod H c)
A
Therefore X(u,v) - X(u,v) = 0 .
According to these two remarks, we are always able, 
in order to calculate X(u,v), to suppose that M is the 
complexification of a real subspace supplementary to
A  A
H in G, and to replace u and v by the vectors u and v
cof M having the same projection on Tv .X.O
Let us then consider a local section, tangent to 
with fibre bundle G of base Vm and take at each point of 
this local section, the tangent vectors to G obtained from
Aw A
u and v by left translation. By projection on Vm we thus
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define two local tangent vector fields to V , U and V, 
such that one has at xQ
A A
([JU,JV] - J[JU,V] - J[U,JV]) = X(u,v).
' ^  o
The rotation (60) gives
X(u,C) = N(U0 ,V0)
A A
where U0 = p'u = p!u, VQ = p'v = p’v. We then obtain 
the result (6 2 ):
X(u,v) = N(p'u,p'v)
It follows from (62) that if the homogeneous almost 
tangent structure is integrable then X(u,v) is zero for 
any u,v€GC .
Q
Conversely, as any vector of T is able to be
X Q
considered as the projection of a vector of Gc, the 
nullity of X(u,v) for any pair (u,v) brings about the 
nullity of the Nijenhuis tensor. By observing that for 
a linear operator on Gc, zero on H°, of rank q, the 
condition X(u,v) = 0 together with the relation (57) brings 
about the relation (5 9 )> we are able to state:
THEOREM 56. In order that a homogeneous Lie space
Vm = G/H , m = 2q be able to be endowed with
an integrable homogeneous almost tangent structure, it is
c
necessary that there exists on G a linear operator I, 
zero on Hc, of rank q, satisfying the following conditions:
(a) I2u = 0  for any u^Gc
(b) [Iu,Iv] - itIu,v] - I[u,Iv] s 0 (mod Hc) . 
These conditions are sufficient ,if (adj.H) is connected.
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